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e stochastic cosmological gravitational-wave background (CGWB) provides a direct window to study
early universe phenomena and fundamental physics. With the proposed third-generation ground-based grav-
itational wave detectors, Einstein Telescope (ET) and Cosmic Explorer (CE), we might be able to detect ev-
idence of a CGWB. However, to dig out these prime signals would be a dicult quest as the dominance of
the astrophysical foreground from compact-binary coalescence (CBC) will mask this CGWB. In this paper, we
study a subtraction-noise projection method, making it possible to reduce the residuals le aer subtraction
of the astrophysical foreground of CBCs, greatly improving our chances to detect a cosmological background.
We carried out our analysis based on simulations of ET and CE and using posterior sampling for the pa-
rameter estimation of binary black-hole mergers. We demonstrate the sensitivity improvement of stochastic
gravitational-wave searches and conclude that the ultimate sensitivity of these searches will not be limited
by residuals le when subtracting the estimated BBH foreground, but by the fraction of the astrophysical
foreground that cannot be detected even with third-generation instruments, or possibly by other signals not
included in our analysis. We also resolve previous misconceptions of residual noise in the context of Gaussian
parameter estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
e accomplishment of detecting gravitational waves
(GWs) from the mergers of compact binaries with neutron
stars and black holes opened a new window to study as-
trophysical and cosmological phenomena of the Universe.
e continuous improvement in the sensitivity and multi-
detection of signals due to coalescence of a binary neutron
star (BNS) and various binary black-hole (BBH) mergers dur-
ing the rst two observation runs of Advanced LIGO [1] and
Advanced Virgo [2] marks the beginning of a cosmic catalog
of sources so far reaching out to distances of about 3 Gpc and
only capturing a small fraction of all compact binaries in this
volume [3].
A major objective of modern cosmology is to detect early-
universe GW signals, which are crucial to test current cosmo-
logical models and to further our understanding of the evo-
lution of the Universe [4, 5]. e cosmic GW background
(CGWB) is predicted to arise from fundamental processes in
the early universe [6, 7]. Among these are quantum vacuum
uctuations amplied by ination [8–10], phase transitions
[11–14], and also cosmic strings are prominent for CGWB
searches with ET and CE [15–18]. On the theoretical side,
there is huge advancement to understand the concept and
generation of these cosmological signals and on the obser-
vational and experimental side, to detect these signals with
GW detectors is also in advancement and provides us with
the capability to detect these signals in the future.
However, the detection of a CGWB is extremely challeng-
ing. Mission concepts that would make the detection of a pri-
mordial stochastic background probable, the space-borne de-
tectors Big-Bang Observer (BBO) [19] and DECIGO [20], still
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require substantial advances in laser-interferometer technol-
ogy, and it is unknown when or if these experiments will
become operational. Two ground-based, third-generation
GW detectors have been proposed, Einstein Telescope (ET)
[21] and Cosmic Explorer (CE) [22], which are expected to
be operational by 2035 and potentially with the capacity to
detect a CGWB. Primordial stochastic signals are predicted
to lie well below instrument noise of all conceived future
GW detectors. e stochastic searches with GW detectors
follow the cross-correlation method being on the assump-
tion that elds of stochastic GWs produce correlations be-
tween detectors, while the instrument noises do not, or in
a well-understood way with options to mitigate correlated
noise, e.g., by Schumann resonances [23, 24]. Optimal cross-
correlation lters can be employed to obtain the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) integrated over a band of frequen-
cies and thus maximize chances to detect a CGWB [25, 26].
It is also possible to estimate parameters of stochastic back-
grounds such as spectral slopes and possible anisotropies of
the GW eld [27, 28].
With the proposed third-generation GW detectors ET and
CE, we will step into a new era of GW physics, and we will
overcome the scarcity of GW sources, such that we will be
able to detect binary signals up to high redshis z ≥ 10.
Analyses of data from the rst and second observation runs
of LIGO and VIRGO constrain the local BBH merger rate to
about 10 – 100 Gpc−3y−1 [3]. e BBH merger rate as a func-
tion of redshi is estimated from the star-formation rate [29],
distribution of time-delays between formation and merger
[30], and by normalizing to the local merger rate [31]. It pre-
dicts about 105−106 BBH mergers per year and a large frac-
tion of them detectable with ET or CE. Since the correlation
between detectors is predicted to be dominated by the astro-
physical foreground of compact-binary coalescences (CBCs),
detection of a cosmological background is strongly impeded
and mitigation of the foreground is required.
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2As a rst step, the foreground can be reduced by subtract-
ing the estimated waveforms of all detected signals. Previous
work has shown that a combination of unresolved sources,
i.e., signals lying below the detection threshold, and residu-
als le in the data aer subtraction can still limit the sensi-
tivity of CGWB searches with future GW detector networks
[32, 33]. Both publications neglected the possibility to re-
duce subtraction residuals as proposed in earlier work for
space-borne detectors [34, 35]. Furthermore, a full-Bayesian
analysis of primordial and astrophysical signals is expected
to lower the impact of sub-threshold signals [36]. In this pa-
per, we deal with the problem of reducing the subtraction
residuals of the astrophysical foreground in third-generation
detectors ET and CE, and for this goal we test the subtraction-
noise projection method for BBHs [34, 35]. As was pointed
out in a recent publication [33], the foreground of binary neu-
tron stars (BNS) is expected to be more challenging to reduce,
but we have no means yet to simulate this problem beyond
what has already been done in previous work, as it requires
an eective posterior sampler for parameter estimation in ET,
which is a major challenge due to the length of BNS wave-
forms in ET (around a day), and it needs to account for the
rotation of Earth during observation time.
e paper is organized as follows. Details of the simulation
of the detector network and its astrophysical foreground are
presented in section II. Section III reviews the geometrical in-
terpretation of matched ltering, and provides an estimate of
residual noise from an astrophysical foreground. In section
IV, we explain the projection method that reduces residuals
of the astrophysical foreground. e cross-correlation mea-
surement between CE and ET is detailed in section V. Results
of the foreground-mitigation procedure are discussed in sec-
tion VI.
II. SIMULATION OVERVIEW
e second-generation detectors Advanced LIGO and Ad-
vanced Virgo, aer gradual updates, already observed several
tens of binary-merger signals including the candidates of the
last observing run [3]. ere is still a huge spectrum of GW
physics unexplored both in astrophysics and cosmology. In
future, the main focus will be to exploit this vast spectrum. To
progress in this direction, we need next-generation GW de-
tectors with much beer sensitivity than current GW detec-
tor. Two ground-based detectors have been proposed so far:
the European Einstein Telescope and the US Cosmic Explorer
[21, 37]. Individually and as a detector network together with
developed versions of current-generation detectors (includ-
ing KAGRA [38] and LIGO India [39]), these third-generation
detectors have a rich science case covering topics in funda-
mental physics, cosmology, astrophysics, and nuclear physics
[40, 41]. eir projected sensitivities are shown in gure 1.
ET: ET is a proposed European third-generation, under-
ground GW observatory in the shape of an equilateral tri-
angle with 10 km side length. ET will provide an improve-
ment in sensitivity by a factor of 10 with respect to current
GW detectors, extending the observation band down to about
3 Hz [42]. e Einstein Telescope will be placed underground
to reduce the environmental noise coming from seismic and
atmospheric elds. e infrastructure will host three inter-
ferometer pairs, each pair consisting of a low-frequency and
a high-frequency interferometer forming a so-called xylo-
phone conguration [43].
CE: CE is a proposed US third-generation, surface GW
observatory with the traditional L-shape and arm length of
40 km. Its design also foresees a sensitivity improvement by
about a factor 10 compared to current GW detectors. e sen-
sitivity model employed in this study corresponds to the rst
phase of CE development (CE1 in [22]). Its ultimate sensitiv-
ity target is about a factor 2 beer than this.
FIG. 1. Design sensitivities of current and future GW detectors.
e basis of our simulation is the calculation of a 1.3-year-
long stretch of GW data for ET (three individual data streams)
and CE. e subtraction of best-t waveforms is carried out
in time domain, while the residual-noise projection is easi-
est to perform in the domain of the waveform model (fre-
quency domain in our case) as explained in section IV. e
projection requires Fisher matrices, which in turn require
the derivatives of waveforms with respect to their param-
eters. We carry out the dierentiation numerically so that
in future, we can use this simulation also to study systemat-
ics related to waveform modeling without requiring analytic
waveforms. Cross-spectral densities (CSDs) of time series be-
tween all four detectors are calculated aer each of the fol-
lowing steps,
1. creation of time series only with instrument noise,
2. injection of GW signals in all four detectors (3 ET + 1
CE),
3. subtraction of best-t waveforms,
4. residual-noise projection,
to demonstrate the impact of each step on the CSD. Finally,
optimal lters are applied for an evaluation of the ultimate
sensitivity of the network to a CGWB.
3Whenever possible, our analysis uses functions of the
Python parameter-estimation soware package Bilby [44].
e calculation of noise time series is done by built-in func-
tions of Bilby using instrument noise models of ET and CE in
the form of spectral densities. Also injection of GW signals
in the data, and posterior sampling are done with Bilby. Sub-
traction of the best-t waveforms is done using the injection
algorithm with a change of the sign of the waveform. e
projection of residual noise is mostly based on original code.
e optimal lters used in the nal step for the detection of
a CGWB depend on the overlap-reduction function between
detectors [25, 26], which can be calculated straight-forwardly
using antenna paerns provided by Bilby.
e astrophysical foreground is formed by the mergers of
compact binaries with black holes and neutron stars. e
lowest-mass members of these binaries, especially the bi-
nary neutron stars, take a special role (from today’s perspec-
tive) since it is still prohibitively expensive to simulate pa-
rameter estimation accurately for ET given that these sig-
nals can last for more than a day in the ET observation band
and generally require high sampling frequencies to study the
merger physics. A multi-band analysis of individual signals
might provide a solution [45, 46], but there is no parameter-
estimation package yet based on posterior sampling and im-
plementing all required eects such as the impact of Earth’s
rotation on the GW signal. For this reason, we chose to focus
on BBH mergers in this paper. It allows us to use state-of-the-
art parameter estimation soware for posterior sampling.
However, even when focusing on BBH mergers, provid-
ing parameter estimations of 105 − 106 signals by posterior
sampling, which is an important new ingredient in this work
compared to previous studies of the projection method, is
computationally prohibitively expensive. As a way forward,
we adopted the following scheme. Only for 100 BBH signals,
posterior sampling is performed. e complete stretch of data
is divided into 10000 segments of length 4096 s. In each of the
segments, all 100 waveforms are injected with random time
shis so that the merger occurs in the respective time seg-
ment. In this way, phase relations between all signals are ran-
domized and the CSD between detectors has the properties
of a stochastic foreground. Its overall amplitude is stronger
than it would be in a more realistic simulation since we de-
liberately chose highest-SNR members of the cosmological
distribution to have the clearest demonstration of the eect
of residual-noise projection. We employ a redshi indepen-
dent power-law distribution for both intrinsic masses with a
power law index α = −1.6 [47] constraining the individual
masses to lie within the range 5M ≤ m2 < m1 ≤ 60M.
is leads to the sample of 100 BBH masses shown in gure 2.
e sampled redshis and total masses of the signals used in
this paper are shown in gure 3 together with smoothed dis-
tributions derived from these samples (which explains why
there is no low-mass bound of the mass distribution).
FIG. 2. Mass range for individual BBH mass used in our study.
FIG. 3. Distribution of total mass M and redshi z of the 100 BBH
signals used in our analysis. High-SNR signals are chosen for clear-
est possible demonstration of the projection method to mitigate the
astrophysical foreground.
III. MATCHED FILTERING AND THE RESIDUAL OF AN
ASTROPHYSICAL FOREGROUND
e probability of two BBH signals to overlap in time in
ET data is relatively high, but depends on details of the mass
distribution [32]. Lower-mass signals last longer (up to a few
minutes) and if present in greater number would lead to more
frequent overlap. However, it is unlikely that the number of
detectable BBH signals with 3G detectors will be impacted
signicantly by the presence of other signals, which is in con-
trast to the situation described for future space-borne GW de-
tectors where the foreground acts as excess noise [34, 48]. It
is therefore enough to consider the impact of the astrophys-
ical foreground on the correlation measurements between
detectors, which is addressed by the subtraction-projection
method discussed in the following using results from Cutler
and Harms [34].
e basis of the subtraction-projection method is the ex-
4pansion of parameter errors or likelihood functions with re-
spect to the inverse of the SNR of signals, which means that
this approach works beer for high-SNR signals. An impor-
tant quantity is the Fisher matrix, whose components take
the form
Γαβ =< ∂αh(~λ)|∂βh(~λ) >
= 4
∫ ∞
0
df
<(∂αh(f)∂βh∗(f))
Sn(f)
,
(1)
where~λ is the vector of model parameters. e scalar product
requires an estimate of the instrument-noise spectral density
Sn(f). We expressed the Fisher matrix as a scalar product
〈·|·〉 between derivatives of the waveform model with respect
to model parameters ∂α = ∂/∂λα. e Fisher matrix can be
interpreted as a metric on the curved template manifold de-
ned by the waveform model h(~λ). e template manifold is
a sub-manifold of the sampling space whose points describe
realizations of detector data including instrument noise and
signals not described by h(~λ).
If the best-t waveform hˆ maximizes the likelihood (stan-
dard parameter estimation maximizes the posterior that in-
cludes priors), i.e., if it minimizes 〈s−hˆ|s−hˆ〉, then for signals
with suciently high SNR, hˆ fullls the following equation
〈s− hˆ|∂αhˆ〉 = 〈n+ (h− hˆ)|∂αhˆ〉 = 0 (2)
for all derivatives ∂α, with n being the instrument noise and
h the GW signal contributing to the data s. e vanishing of
the rst scalar product in this equation means that the line
in sampling space connecting the point s with the best-t
waveform hˆ is perpendicular to the template manifold, i.e.,
the best-t waveform is obtained by determining the tem-
plate on the manifold with minimal distance to s. e van-
ishing of the second scalar product means that the residual
noise δh = hˆ−h is equal to the component of the instrument
noise tangent to the manifold at the point of the best-t hˆ.
e scalar product can also be used to dene the SNR of a
signal:
SNR =
√
〈h|h〉 (3)
e leading order term of a SNR−1 expansion of the covari-
ances of parameter-estimation errors δλα is given by
δλαδλβ = Γαβ , (4)
where Γαβ are the components of the inverse of the Fisher
matrix. is relation is sometimes used to dene an ap-
proximate Gaussian distribution of the likelihood function
exp(−Γαβδλαδλβ/2), and parameter-estimation errors can
be drawn from this distribution to substitute a computation-
ally costly posterior sampling [33, 35].
It is also possible to express the leading-order, parameter-
estimation errors δλα in terms of a specic instrumental-
noise realization n as:
δλα ≡ λˆα − λα ≈ Γαβ < n|∂βhˆ > . (5)
Here, λˆα are the parameter estimates determining the best-
t waveform hˆ. By using equation (4), we can calculate the
norm-squared of the average subtraction residuals
< δh|δh > =< ∂αhˆ|∂βhˆ > δλαδλβ = ΓαβΓαβ = Np, (6)
where Np is the total number of parameters going into the
waveform model h. Together with equation (3) it tells us that
in average, the amplitude of a signal aer subtraction of its
best-t waveform is reduced by δh/h ∼ N1/2p /SNR, which
also means that the residual is independent of the SNR of the
signal (again, in the approximation of large SNR).
With the future GW detectors ET and CE we will be able to
detect almost all the BBHs emiing within their observation
bands, and the entire astrophysical foreground coming from
NS sources is
H(t) =
NS∑
k=1
hk(t). (7)
With each BBH signal hk(t) being described by Np parame-
ters, the parameter space of the complete astrophysical fore-
ground has dimensionNp×NS . erefore the norm-squared
of the residual of this foreground is
< δH|δH > = Np ×NS . (8)
It is easy to show that in average
δH/H ≈ δh/h, (9)
which means that the fractional reduction of the amplitude
of a single BBH is about the same of the entire astrophysical
foreground assuming that (almost) all signals can be detected
with suciently high SNR.
IV. PROJECTING OUT THE RESIDUAL NOISE
e results of section III form the basis of the residual-noise
projection, which we discuss in the following. As shown in
equation (2), the residual noise is tangent to the waveform
manifold. e strategy of the projection method is to apply a
projection operator to the residual data r = s− hˆ removing
all of its components lying in the manifold’s tangent space
at the best-t waveform. is projection needs to be done
for all the signals in the data. e projection operator can be
wrien
P ≡ 1− Γαβ |∂αhˆ >< ∂βhˆ|. (10)
When applying the projection to the residual data of a detec-
tor i, one obtains
P [ri](t) = ri(t)− Γαβi 〈∂βhˆi|ri〉∂αhˆi(t), (11)
which we wrote here for the time domain, but it can also
be applied in Fourier domain. e residual P [ri] aer projec-
tion corresponds to the instrument noise perpendicular to the
5template manifold plus a potential component of the true sig-
nal hi that does not lie in the tangent space of the best-t hˆi.
is residual of the signal is non-vanishing only for curved
manifolds and is suppressed by SNR−2 relative to the original
signal. Comparing with equation (2), it seems that the projec-
tion operator should not have any eect on the residual data
ri = si − hˆi since the vector |ri〉 is normal to the tangent
space of the template manifold at the best-t. However, this
is not necessarily correct for various reasons.
First, the maximum-likelihood parameter estimates λˆα are
obtained using data from all detectors in the network. ese
parameter values determine the best-t waveforms hˆi =
hi(λˆ
α) of each detector i in the network. ese waveforms
however are not the results of a normal projection of data vec-
tors |si〉 onto the respective template manifolds. is would
only be the case if maximum-likelihood estimates λˆαi are cal-
culated for each detector separately. is means that sub-
tracting hi(λˆα) from the data of all detectors leaves residuals
in the tangent spaces, which can be projected out. is also
means that one needs to distinguish between the Fisher ma-
trices Γi,αβ(λˆµi ) and Γi,αβ(λˆµ), where the laer is obtained
using the parameter estimates from a coherent network anal-
ysis.
Let us consider the case where the maximum-likelihood
estimations are done for each detector separately producing
dierent best-t parameters λˆαi for each detector i. en,
subtracting hˆi = hi(λˆαi ) for all signals in the data reduces
the astrophysical foreground by 1/SNR2 instead of 1/SNR.
One might wonder where the subtraction residuals at order
1/SNR are, since clearly the mist δhi is still only suppressed
by 1/SNR compared to the true signal hi(λα0 ). Here, the im-
portant point is that when subtracting a signal, the residual
δhi is already exactly canceled by the component n‖ of the
instrument noise that lies in the tangent space, which can be
understood from equation (2) when using n = n⊥ + n‖ and
therefore r = n⊥ plus residual noise from the astrophysical
foreground suppressed by 1/SNR2 and higher.
Another reason why best-t residuals can be in tangent
spaces of a template manifold, even if the best-ts are calcu-
lated for each detector individually, is that they are typically
not the result of a likelihood maximization, but of a maxi-
mization of the posterior distribution, which depends on pri-
ors. In this case, the residual δh does not fulll equation (2),
and residuals in tangent spaces remain to be projected out.
Finally, technical choices of a simulation can lead to addi-
tional residuals in tangent spaces. Oen, parameter estima-
tion by posterior sampling is computationally too expensive
for studies with a large population of signals. In this case,
past work made use of equation (4) to dene a Gaussian er-
ror distribution, from which parameter errors are drawn and
added to the true signal parameters to obtain the maximum-
likelihood parameters [33, 35]. e issue here is that the pa-
rameter errors are not consistent with a specic realization
of the instrument noise. e best-t waveforms obtained in
this way would not maximize the likelihood, and this leads
to excess residual noise in tangent spaces, which is projected
out [35]. is artifact can be avoided by using equation (5)
FIG. 4. Simulated astrophysical foreground, subtraction residuals,
and residual spectrum aer projection for ET without instrument
noise (except for the max-posterior parameter estimation).
to obtain parameter errors, which is still under the assump-
tion of a Gaussian likelihood, but at least consistent with a
specic noise realization.
As a rst demonstration, we show the root power-spectral
density of the astrophysical foreground averaged over 1.3
years, its subtraction residual, and the spectrum aer projec-
tion in gure 4 without instrument noise for an ET detector.
For this plot, time series were simulated without instrument
noise just to demonstrate the full potential of the projection
method. e posterior sampling was of course done includ-
ing instrument noise, and included data from CE and the full
ET triangle. e simulated astrophysical foreground is arti-
cially enhanced to make sure that all signals have suciently
high SNR to be able to neglect residuals at order 1/SNR2.
Furthermore, one needs to consider the possibility that some
low-SNR signals are not detected by ET, which gives rise to
additional contributions to residual noise that we do not con-
sider in this study (see instead [32, 33]). It is interesting to ob-
serve that the spectra change their shape aer applying the
subtraction and projection, for which we cannot provide an
explanation since our equations only predict residuals inte-
grated over all frequencies.
V. STOCHASTIC BACKGROUND AND DETECTION
e fractional energy-density spectrum of an isotropic
stochastic background is dened as
ΩGW (f) =
1
ρc
· dρGW
d ln f
, (12)
where ρc = 3H20 c2/ (8piG) is the critical energy den-
sity required for a at universe, H0 is the Hubble constant
(H0 = 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [49]) and dρGW is the energy
density of GWs contained in the frequency band f to f + df
6[26]. e current limit on the gravitational-wave energy den-
sity spectrum is ΩGW < 4.8×10−8 with 95% condence, in
the band 20–100 Hz [50]. In this work, we simulate searches
optimized for an unpolarized, isotropic, stationary and Gaus-
sian stochastic background. In reality, stochastic signals do
not necessarily have these properties [26] except for station-
arity, which is simply a consequence of short observation
time compared to time scales characteristic for the evolution
of GW distributions.
A. Cross-Correlation between Detectors
Cross-correlating the output of two or more GW detec-
tors is the optimal strategy to detect a Gaussian, station-
ary stochastic GW background [25, 26]. Since we prefer to
work in frequency domain, the cross-correlation is expressed
as cross power-spectral density (CPSD) Cij(f) between two
detectors i, j. We briey review the steps to calculate the
contribution of an isotropic, stochastic GW background to
Cij(f) and how to calculate the statistical error due to in-
strument noise.
A stochastic GW background can be described as a plane-
wave expansion of a metric perturbation
hµν(~x, t) =∑
A=+,×
∫
s2
dΩˆ
∞∫
−∞
df hA(f, Ωˆ)e
i2pif(t−Ωˆ·~x/c)eAµν(Ωˆ).
(13)
Here, Ωˆ is a unit vector pointing along the propagation di-
rection of a GW, c is the speed of light, A is the wave po-
larization, eAµν(Ωˆ) the polarization tensor, and hA(f, Ωˆ) the
amplitudes of the plane waves.
e CPSD can now be calculated between two detectors at
locations ~xi, ~xj and antenna paerns
FAi (Ωˆ) = e
A
µνd
µν
i = e
A
µν
1
2
(Xˆµi Xˆ
ν
i − Yˆ µi Yˆ νi ), (14)
where Xµi , Y
µ
i are components of the unit vectors along the
two arms of detector i, which dene the components of the
response tensor dµνi of the detector. Even though the nota-
tionX, Y suggests that arms are perpendicular to each other,
this does not need to be the case (as for ET). Assuming that
plane-wave contributions to the metric in equation (13) at
dierent frequencies, from dierent directions, and dierent
polarization are uncorrelated, the CPSD can be calculated in
a straight-forward manner. e dependence of the CPSD on
detector positions and orientations is summarized in the so-
called overlap-reduction function (ORF) [25, 26, 51]
γij(f) =
5
8pi
∑
A
∫
S2
dΩˆei2pifΩˆ·∆~xij/cFAi (Ωˆ)F
A
j (Ωˆ). (15)
Since the stochastic background is assumed to be homo-
geneous, γij only depends on the relative position vector
∆~xij = ~xj − ~xi between the two detectors. e numerical
constant 5/(8pi) is chosen such that γij = 1 for two detectors
that are collocated, co-aligned and both having perpendicular
arms. Even for GW detectors with non-perpendicular arms
like ET, it is convenient to adopt the same normalization of
the ORF.
e ORFs between CE and ET are shown in gure 5. While
correlation measurements between detectors of the ET tri-
angle are sensitive to stochastic backgrounds over ET’s en-
tire observation band, correlation measurements between CE
and ET are most sensitive only up to about 20 Hz. However,
correlating between ET detectors bears a much greater risk
that other than GW signals, e.g., local magnetic and seis-
mic disturbances, cause additional correlated contributions,
which might limit ET’s sensitivity as stand-alone observa-
tory of stochastic GW backgrounds. e ET-only sensitivity
will greatly depend on cancellation techniques for environ-
mental noise as proposed in [52, 53], or the inclusion of ET’s
GW null-stream [54].
FIG. 5. ORF γ(f) between Cosmic Explorer (CE) and Einstein Tele-
scope (ET). e ORFs are shown over a logarithmic (top) and linear
(boom) frequency axis. Note that the ORF between dierent de-
tectors of the ET triangle is constant with a value of about -0.38.
With the denition of the ORF in equation (15), the CPSD
between two detectors due to the stochastic GW background
can be wrien [55]
Cij(f) = SGW(f)γij(f), SGW(f) =
3H20
10pi2
· ΩGW(f)
f3
.
(16)
is value needs to be confronted with the average statistical
error of the CPSD from uncorrelated instrument noise,
σij(f) =
√
Si(f)Sj(f)
N
, (17)
where Si(f) is the instrument noise spectral density, and N
is the total number of averages going into the estimate of
the CPSD. For example, if the total time-stretch of data is T ,
and the CPSD is calculated using segments of length τ for
the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), and the CPSD calculation
foresees the application of spectral windows (anti-leakage),
which means that something like 50% overlap between FFT
7segments is recommended to make full use of all the infor-
mation in the data, then we have N ≈ 2T/τ .
B. Optimal lter
e optimal search for a stochastic background with
known or modeled spectral shape involves the integral of
CPSDs over frequency. However, since the relative contri-
butions of the stochastic signal and instrument noise to the
CPSD vary over frequency, the optimal integration should
use a lter Q˜ij(f), which emphasizes some parts of the spec-
trum over others.
e signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a ltered search is de-
termined by the mean value of the integrated CPSD signals
[26]
〈Cij〉 =
∞∫
0
df 〈Cij(f)〉Q˜ij(f)
=
∞∫
0
df γij(f)SGW(f)Q˜ij(f),
(18)
and their variances
〈(Cij)2〉 = 1
2T
∞∫
0
df Si(f)Sj(f)|Q˜ij(f)|2. (19)
e averages are over many independent estimates of CPSDs.
It is straight-forward to show that the optimal lter function
is given by
Q˜ij(f) = N
γ∗ij(f)SGW (f)
Si(f)Sj(f)
, (20)
whereN is a normalization factor, which has no inuence on
the SNR. e form of the optimal lters (in arbitrary, but con-
sistent normalization) is shown in gure 6. In all cases, the
optimal lter emphasizes contributions from low frequencies
near the lower bound of the observation band of the GW de-
tectors.
Inserting the lter into the previous two equations, we ob-
tain
SNR2 =
〈Cij〉2
〈(Cij)2〉 = 2T
∞∫
0
df
|γij(f)|2S2GW(f)
S1(f)S2(f)
(21)
Note that in a discrete version of this equation, the integral
becomes a sum over all positive frequency bins, and the df
needs to be replaced by 1/τ . Figure 7 shows the SNR of a at-
Ω = 2 ·10−12 stochastic background observed over 1.3 years
with CE and ET. e curves represent the SNRs accumulated
from high to low frequencies, such that the lowest frequency
values shown in the plot correspond to the SNR of the cor-
relation measurements making use of all three detectors of
an ET triangle. In this way, it is possible to see, at which fre-
quencies most of the SNR is accumulated. Cosmic Explorer
FIG. 6. Optimal lter function Q˜(f) between CE and ET ploed over
a logarithmic (top) and linear (boom) frequency axis. e optimal
lters between detectors of the ET triangle are all identical.
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FIG. 7. Signal-to-noise ratio of a at ΩGW = 2 · 10−12 stochastic
background. e curves are the SNRs accumulated from high to low
frequencies. Total observation time is 1.3 years.
correlated with ET is most sensitive to a at background be-
tween 8 Hz and 30 Hz, while ET by itself accumulates its SNR
over a slightly broader band. e total SNR achieved by ET
in this case is 5.2, while CE correlated with ET achieves an
SNR of 3.9.
VI. PROJECTION RESULTS
e goal is to demonstrate that subtraction residuals can
limit the sensitivity of 3G detectors to a CGWB and that the
noise-projection method can remove subtraction residuals.
In other words, we need to show that subtraction residuals
can lie above the instrument-noise contribution of equation
(17), and that projection suppresses residuals to a level sig-
nicantly below the instrument noise.
We focus this analysis on ET. e CPSDs are calculated
from τ = 2 s discrete Fourier transforms using the Welch
method with 50% overlap between segments. As stated be-
fore, the total simulated time is 1.3 years or T = 4 × 107 s.
8FIG. 8. Plots of residual CSDs averaged over all ET detector pairs with BBH foreground (top, le), aer best-t subtraction (top, right), and
aer noise projection (boom). e CPSDs are 1.3-year averages and also averaged over all detector pairs of the ET triangle with a total of
106 injected BBHs. e astrophysical reference model (red curves) is only an approximation valid below about 100 Hz since it is predicted to
fall more strongly above 100 Hz. e purple curve represents a CGWB with frequency independent ΩGW = 10−15. e blue curves are the
simulated CPSD measurements. e green curves are the predicted instrument noise. e orange curves show the CPSDs for simulations
without instrument noise.
e CPSDs are averaged over all three ET detector pairs. e
results are shown in gure 8.
e plots contain reference models of the astrophysical
foreground with ΩGW = 7 × 10−10 × (f/10Hz)2/3, which
approximates past estimates [32], and a CGWB with fre-
quency independent ΩGW = 10−15.
e upper, le plot shows the CPSDs before subtraction of
the foreground, the upper, right plot aer subtraction, and
the boom plot aer projection. e instrument noise of the
CPSD (green curve) is calculated using equation (17). In all
three plots, the orange curves are the CPSDs from simula-
tions without instrument noise.
e astrophysical BBH foreground shown in the top, le
plot (blue curve, hidden behind orange curve) exceeds past
predictions (red curve). is is mostly due to the fact that
we selected higher-SNR members of the BBH population, for
which we expect a Fisher-matrix based projection method to
work eciently. e subtraction residuals in the top, right
plot lie above the instrument noise below 10 Hz. It conrms
that the sensitivity of ET to a CGWB can be limited by sub-
traction residuals. is is true for 1.3 years of observation
time, and remains true for longer observation times (increas-
ing observation time lowers the instrument noise in these
plots, and leaves all other curves the same). Since the spec-
trum of subtraction residuals depends weakly on the SNRs
of the members of the astrophysical foreground (as long as
the BBHs can be detected), this conclusion remains valid for
more realistic models of the astrophysical foreground. e
impact of low-SNR signals, of which only some are detected,
or which are included as sub-threshold signal candidates in
the subtraction, projection procedure needs to be investi-
gated in future work. e projected residuals (blue curve)
in the boom plot are fully consistent with the instrument-
noise model, which means that subtraction residuals were
successfully reduced. e full potential of a CGWB search
with ET is restored, at least with respect to the higher-SNR
9signals of a BBH population.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an analysis of a noise-
projection method based on a higher-order geometrical anal-
ysis of matched-lter GW searches to mitigate subtraction
residuals of an astrophysical foreground in the proposed
third-generation detectors Einstein Telescope and Cosmic
Explorer. We showed that the projection method can improve
the sensitivity to a CGWB. We provided insight into why the
projection method is expected to work, and we tested the
method with a time-domain simulation of a future detector
network. e important rst step of the analyses, i.e., the
estimation of BBH parameters, was carried out with a state-
of-the-art parameter-estimation soware (Bilby) by posterior
sampling. e presented results are a proof-of-principle since
some simplications of the simulation of the astrophysical
foreground had to be done.
e results indicate that the projection method is able to
remove all inuence of subtraction residuals from BBHs on
searches of a CGWB. However, two important aspects need
to be addressed in future work. First, the impact of low-SNR
signals in the astrophysical foreground on the sensitivity of
CGWB searches needs to be investigated. Some of these sig-
nals will be visible as sub-threshold signals, others complete
hidden in instrumental noise. eir contribution to the as-
trophysical foreground must be suciently low to not pose a
fundamental limit to the capacity ET and CE have for CGWB
observations. Second, since the foreground removal requires
signal models, the dependence of the residuals on choices of
waveform models needs to be assessed. Since our implemen-
tation of the projection method is fully numerical, we do not
require analytical expressions for the waveform models to
calculate the projection operators.
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